Contemporary Cladding System
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A New Contemporary Cladding System
Our new contemporary cladding system allows you to transform your
property, using a combination of PVC-U cladding and an innovative
Aluminium trim system to provide a truly stunning installation.
When used together the maintenance free attributes of PVC-U Cladding,
together with the sharp neat lines provided by Aluminium trims offer an
unrivalled finish.
Whether you are looking for a complete refurbishment of your property,
or looking for a stylish solution above bi-folding doors or conservatories
– then look no further.

Pvc-U Cladding

Aluminium Trims
Maintenance Free
Stunning Aesthetics
Clean Contemporary Lines
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Maintenance Free PVC-U Cladding

Unique Aluminium Trims

Both the Closed V and Lap cladding systems which are completely
unique, are manufactured using maintenance free PVC-U which
can last over 30 years. The colours available include Anthracite
Grey, Slate Grey, Black and Foiled White, of which all the colours
perfectly match PVC-U windows, doors and rooflines.

Cladding installations traditionally use a PVC-U trims system to
start and finish an installation. Whilst this is perfectly adequate,
Aluminium trims can provide a neater and sharper finish to your
cladding installation and improve the aesthetics of the job overall.
All Aluminium trims are colour matched to the cladding.
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CLOSED V CLADDING

ALUMINIUM

LAP CLADDING

Closed V Cladding – Reach New Heights

LAP Cladding - Great Coverage, Stunning Look

Closed V cladding can be run vertically or horizontally to add a
contemporary style and feature lines to your home, and when
combined with Aluminium trims provides a neat, solid and sharp finish
to any installation.

Our new contemporary Lap cladding has all the maintenance free
benefits you’d expect from PVC-U, and can be finished neatly with an
Aluminium trim system.

A popular application for the Closed V cladding system is when used
next to an entrance door. The slick joints of the closed V cladding system
can complement a door that has similar characteristics as shown in the
picture above.
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Lap cladding allows you to completely transform your home’s facade
quickly and easily, whilst perfectly matching any PVC-U windows, doors
or rooflines of the same colour that you currently have, or that you might
be looking to replace.

Aluminium Trims
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The Edge You’ve Been Looking For
Aluminium trims provide that edge you’ve
been looking for. They are strong, neat and
match the cladding colour perfectly.

1
1 Starter Trim
The unique starter trim is the most important part of
the system overall. It’s strength and rigidity provide
installers the perfect start to the cladding installation.
When looking up at the starter trim, the radius finish
provides unbeatable aesthetics that’s not available
anywhere else.
It also features a drip bar to ensure water doesn’t flow
over the lip of the trim, whilst also providing a clever
concealed slot which allows the soffit to sit in, meaning
other trims are not needed.

2 Corner Trim
Straight neat lines are what contributes towards a
contemporary finish, and that’s exactly what our twopart Aluminium trim offers. The inner profile provides a
strong fixing to the substrate, with the external profile
finishing the corner neatly and perfectly straight.

3 U Channel Trim
The U-Channel trim allows the cladding to be cut to
size and used in a variety of applications, from short
runs to several multiples of 5m in length. Like all our
trims, the Aluminium provides the neat straight lines
needed for a contemporary finish.

Long Life Expectancy
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Aluminium trims are designed to last in excess of
30 years.

White

Contemporary Colour Options

Complementary Products

Both cladding systems, Closed V and Lap, are
available in 3 contemporary colours to help
transform your home. These include Anthracite
Grey (7016), Slate Grey (7015), Black, and
Foiled White. All finishes are smooth and do
not carry a wood effect texture. Does white?
All colours are supplied with matching powder
coated Aluminium trims.

Whilst you are obviously interested in cladding
due to you reading this brochure, we
appreciate cladding is probably only a small
part of your overall project. So why not speak
to your installer about other complementary
products available from GAP including
Rockdoors, windows, roofline, bi-folding doors
and much more.

Slate Grey

Dark Grey

Peace of Mind Guarantee
Our cladding boards are BBA approved
and come with a 10 year guarantee against
warping, cracking and discolouration.
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Transform your home

Check out Our Website for Inspiration
It’s never easy making a decision when it comes to transforming your home. Whilst you’ll
want to make an instant statement and create real kerb appeal for your home, you’ll
also want to make sure your decision will look great in years to come and enhance the
value of your home.
By visiting gap.uk.com/transform you’ll be able to see from start to finish the benefits of
a complete refurbishment of xxxxx and also choose what colour best suits your property.
The image below shows what is possible, so visit today and start your very own
transformation journey.

You don’t have to pursue expensive extensions or
developments to transform your home and add value
to it. Sometimes all that’s needed is refurbishing the
essentials such as windows, doors, roofline and of
course cladding.
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www.gap.uk.com

GAP Ltd have been supplying the trade with
maintenance free building products for over 25 years and
have almost 100 depots across the UK.

gap
www.gap.uk.com
All images are to be considered as representative of the actual product, please speak to your
installer about colour choices before making your decision. All pictures belong to GAP Ltd and may
not be reproduced without consent.

